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Abstract

This paper deals with propositional fuzzy modal logic with evaluated syntax based on MV-algebras. We
focus on its semantical theory from the viewpoint of Pavelka’s graded semantics of propositional fuzzy
logic, investigate the L-tautologies based on different Kripke frames. We also define the notion of L-
semantical consequence operation, its some basic properties are obtained. Finally, this paper considers
the fuzzy decision implications in propositional fuzzy modal logic with evaluated syntax based on MV-
algebras, and presents a kind of semantical characteristics of fuzzy decision implications. Moreover, we
introduce the notions of possible and necessary fuzzy decision implication, and their semantical charac-
teristics are presented as well.
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1. Introduction

Fuzzy logics with evaluated syntax was introduced

by Pavelka18 in 1979. Pavelka broke through the

traditional method of fuzzy logics, and established

a kind of graded and complete fuzzy propositional

logic. In this kind of fuzzy logics, not only the set

of truth values is expanded, but also the formal lan-

guage are extended by a set of logical (truth) con-

stants that are names of all truth values, and some

formulas which are not always fully true are in-

troduced into the set of axioms, each formula be-

ing in the syntax assigned a value. The inference

rules can transmit the truth values among formu-

las. In other words, the truth values of formulas

as conclusion can be obtained from the truth values

of formulas as premise by computation. After that,

Novák15−17 extended Pavelka’s fuzzy logic to first-

order fuzzy logic. Since the process of inference in-

volves the transmission of truth values of formulas,

and so fuzzy logic with evaluated syntax is suitable

to model human’s reasoning based on fuzzy infor-

mation, thus making it possible to build artificially

computer-based systems able to simulate human’s

intelligence by computer.

One of the most important directions extending

fuzzy logic is the modal extensions of fuzzy logics,

there are already various modal extensions of fuzzy

logics, most of which are based on finitely valued

logics with traditional syntax, see Ref. 10-13. The
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basic idea was to retain the general notion of pos-

sible world semantics, while allowing formulas to

have values in a many-valued space, at each possible

world. What seems not to have been considered is

allowing the accessibility relation between possible

worlds itself to be many-valued. But many-valued

accessibility is a very natural notion. After all, some

worlds alternative to this one are more relevant, oth-

ers less, as one intuitively thinks of these things. In

Ref. 6, 7, Bou also developed fuzzy modal logic

with many-valued accessibility relation in the tradi-

tional way.

In formal concept analysis (FCA), one important

aspect is the description of attribute dependencies in

symbolic data. One of the most important means is

to describe the dependencies by rules A ⇒ B mean-

ing that one can derive B from A, which are called

attribute implications and are interpreted in tables

describing objects and attributes. Entries in a table

say whether or not a particular object has a particu-

lar attribute. Then, A ⇒ B is true in a table if each

object having all attributes from A has also all at-

tributes from B. An implications may be valid in a

set of data, if no data would violate the implication.

In Ref. 19, Pollandt introduced the notion of

fuzzy implication, which extends implications in

fuzzy cases. Afterwards Bělohlávek1−5 studied sev-

eral aspects of fuzzy implications from the point of

view of fuzzy logic, he presented the semantical and

syntactical characteristics of fuzzy implications in

two style, i.e., in crisp style and in Pavelka-style, and

in two settings, i.e., within a data table with fuzzy

attributes and in the logic way. As an extension of

implication, decision implication was introduced by

Qu et. al. in Ref. 20. Compared with implications,

decision implication is constructed on two sets of at-

tributes, called condition attributes and decision at-

tributes, instead of only one set of attributes. In Ref.

24, following Bělohlávek’s work2−4, Zhai et.al. ex-

tended decision implication to the fuzzy setting and

provides the semantical and syntactical characteris-

tics of fuzzy decision implications.

It is well known that reasoning about fuzzy deci-

sion implications plays a crucial role in several areas

of computer science and data engineering in particu-

lar. Two most important areas are databases and data

mining. In the former, the rule A ⇒ B are called

functional dependency, they are used for manage-

ment of data redundancy and for database design; in

the latter, these rules are widely used to represent

knowledge.

In this paper, we establish a kind of graded se-

mantic theory for propositional fuzzy modal logic

with evaluated syntax based on MV-algebras, allow

the accessibility relation between worlds also to be

many-valued, and introduce graded modal connec-

tives into the formal languages. We also propose the

notion of satisfiability with certain level for a set of

formulas from the viewpoint of approximating rea-

soning. Furthermore, we define the semantical con-

sequence operation with respect to a set of formu-

las, and the consistency of fuzzy information. Fi-

nally, following the work of Zhai24, this paper con-

siders fuzzy decision implications in propositional

fuzzy modal logic with evaluated syntax based on

MV-algebras, introduces the notions of possible and

necessary fuzzy decision implication, and provides

the semantical characteristics of these fuzzy deci-

sion implications. Some basic results are obtained.

2. Preliminaries

The set of truth values is supposed to form an MV-

algebra8. An algebraic structure L = (L,⊕,′ ,0)
with similarity type 〈2,1,0〉 is an MV-algebra if and

only if (L,⊕,0) is an abelian monoid with neutral

element 0, and if furthermore for all x,y ∈ L there

hold true

(i) x′′ = x,

(ii) x⊕0′ = 0′,
(iii) (x′ ⊕ y)′ ⊕ y = (y′ ⊕ x)′ ⊕ x.

Such an MV-algebra is nontrivial if and only if it

contains at least two elements. By denoting x⊗ y =
(x′ ⊕y′)′ and 1 = 0′, it follows that (L,⊗,′ ,1) is also

an MV-algebra, which is known as the dual MV-

algebra of (L,⊕,′ ,0). Notice also that it is possible

to derive a lattice structure from that of MV-algebra,

since x �L y iff x′ ⊕y = 1 iff x⊗y′ = 0 defines a par-

tial order on L, in such a way that (L,�L,∨,∧,0,1)
is a lattice with the meet and join operations respec-

tively given, for all x,y ∈ L, by x∧ y = (x′ ⊗ y)′ ⊗ y,

x ∨ y = (x′ ⊕ y)′ ⊕ y, and 0 and 1 are the bottom
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and top elements, respectively. The following is an

equivalent definition of MV-algebra, which is also

known as a lattice implication algebra which has

been introduced by Xu et. al. in Ref. 22, 23. The

equivalency between these two definitions has been

proved by Wang in Ref. 21.

Definition 1. A bounded lattice (L,∨,∧,0,1) with

order reversing involution ′ and a binary operation

→ is called a lattice implication algebra if it satisfies

the following axioms: for all x,y,z ∈ L,

(I1) x → (y → z) = y → (x → z),
(I2) x → x = 1,

(I3) x → y = y′ → x′,
(I4) x → y = y → x = 1 ⇒ x = y,

(I5) (x → y)→ y = (y → x)→ x,
(L1) (x∨ y)→ z = (x → z)∧ (y → z),
(L2) (x∧ y)→ z = (x → z)∨ (y → z).

In what follows, we will use the equivalent defi-

nition in most cases for convenience.

Let PFM be the propositional fuzzy modal

logic system with evaluated syntax based on MV-

algebras, the language J of PFM consists of: (1) the

set of propositional variable: S = {p1, p2, p3, · · ·};

(2) the set of logical constants: L = {a|a ∈ L}; (3)

logical connectives: ¬,⇒,{�β}β∈L\{0}, where for

any β ∈ L\{0}, �β (it is necessary to the degree β ,

also read ”box beta”) is modal connective; (4) aux-

iliary symbols: ),(.

The set FJ of well-formed formulas of PFM
is the least set Y satisfying the following condi-

tions: (1) S ⊂ Y ; (2) L ⊂ Y ; (3) if A,B ∈ Y , then

¬A,A ⇒ B ∈ Y , and for any β ∈ L\{0}, �β A ∈ Y .

Remark 1. From the viewpoint of universal al-

gebra, FJ is the free algebra on S with respect to

the type T = L∪{¬,⇒,{�β : β ∈ L\{0}}}, where

a ∈ L is a 0-ary operation.

In what follows, unless otherwise stated, L al-

ways represents a complete MV-algebra (For more

details, please refer to Ref. 9), and the set N\{0}
will be denoted by N

+.

For the sake of convenience, we introduce some

abbreviations as follows: for any A,B,C ∈ FJ,n ∈
N
+, β ∈ L\{0},

A∨B � (A ⇒ B)⇒ B,A∧B � ¬(¬A∨¬B),A&B �
¬(A ⇒ ¬B),A∇B � ¬A ⇒ B,A ⇔ B � (A ⇒

B) ∧ (B ⇒ A),�β A � ¬�β¬A,A0 � 1,An �
An−1&A,0A � 0,nA � (n−1)A∇A.

By LFJ we denote the set of all L-fuzzy sets on

FJ , that is, the set of all mappings from FJ to L,

and call an element of LFJ fuzzy information, and

denote the greatest L-fuzzy set on FJ by 1FJ , that

is to say, an L-fuzzy set which assigns each ele-

ment of FJ the greatest element 1. Let Y ∈ LFJ ,

if suppY = {A ∈ FJ|Y (A) > 0} is a finite subset of

FJ . Then Y is called a finite L-fuzzy set, or a finite

set for short.

In a complete MV-algebra L, define a unary op-

erator ∗ : L → L for truth-stressing hedge (hedge for

short, reads ”very true”), satisfies: 1∗ = 1, a∗ � a,

(a → b)∗ � a∗ → b∗ and a∗∗ = a for all a,b ∈ L.

Two boundary cases of hedges are (i) identity, i.e.

a∗ = a(a ∈ L); (ii) globalization

a∗ =
{

1, if a = 1;

0, otherwise.

Let U be the universe and A,B ∈ LU . We define

a subsethood degree S(A,B) =
∧

u∈U(A(u)→ B(u)),
which generalizes the classical subsethood relation

⊆.

In the fuzzy logics with evaluated syntax, the

most elementary concept is evaluated formula.

Definition 2. 14 An evaluated formula is a couple

a/A, where A ∈FJ is a formula and a ∈ L is its syn-

tactic evaluation.

Inference rules in the fuzzy logics with evaluated

syntax deal with the evaluated formulas.

Definition 3. 14 An n-ary inference rule r in the

fuzzy logics with evaluated syntax is a scheme

r :
a1/A1, · · · ,an/An

revl(a1, · · · ,an)/rsyn(A1, · · · ,An)
,

using which the evaluated formulas a1/A1, · · · ,an/An
are assigned the evaluated formula rsyn(A1, · · · ,An).
The syntactic operation rsyn is a partial n-ary oper-

ation on FJ and the evaluated operation revl is an

n-ary lower semicontinuous operation on L.

Based on the above evaluated formula and infer-

ence rule, the concept of evaluated formal proof can

be introduced.
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Definition 4. 14 An evaluated formal proof of a for-

mula A from the fuzzy set X ∈ LFJ is a finite se-

quence of evaluated formulas

ω := a0/A0,a1/A1, · · · ,an/An

such that An := A and for each i � n, either there

exists an n-ary inference rule r such that ai/Ai :=
revl(ai1 , · · · ,ain)/rsyn(Ai1 , · · · ,Ain), i1, · · · , in < i, or

ai/Ai := X(Ai)/Ai.

The evaluation an of the last member in the above

formal proof ω is the value of ω , usually denoted by

Val(ω).

3. L-tautology theory

In this section, we investigate L-tautologies in PFM.

Semantically, the propositional fuzzy logic based

on MV-algebras can be characterised by a structure

SPF = 〈L,D,{ fc;c ∈ {¬,⇒}}〉, where L is an MV-

algebra, D ⊂ L \ {0} is the set of designated values

which are the values that are preserved in valid infer-

ences. For each connective, c, fc is the truth function

it denotes.

An L-valued Kripke frame is a pair F = 〈W,R〉
where W is a non-empty set of worlds, R is a binary

L-fuzzy accessibility relation on W . An interpreta-

tion for PFM is a structure (or model) 〈W,R,SPF ,v〉
(denoted as 〈W,R,v〉 below when without confu-

sion or errors), where 〈W,R〉 is an L-valued Kripke

frame, SPF is the structure as defined above, and

for each propositional parameter, p, and world, ω ,

v assigns the parameter a value, vω(p), in L. This

is extended to a map from FJ to L at a world ω by

applying the following truth functions recursively:

• vω(¬A) = (vω(A))′;
• vω(A ⇒ B) = vω(A)→ vω(B);
• for all a ∈ L, vω(a) = a;

• for any β ∈ L \ {0},vω(�β A) =
∧{vω ′(A) : ω ′ ∈

W,R(ω,ω ′)� β};

• for any β ∈ L \ {0},vω(�β A) =
∨{vω ′(A) : ω ′ ∈

W,R(ω,ω ′)� β}.

Definition 5. Let 0 < α ∈ L, a modal formula A is

α-tautology in a structure M = 〈W,R,v〉, denoted

M |=α A, provided
∧

ω∈W vω(A) = α . A modal for-

mula A is α-tautology in a frame F = 〈W,R〉, de-

noted F |=α A, provided that A is an α-tautology

in any structure based on F . And if K is a class of

frames then we write K |=α A to mean that A is an

α-tautology in all frames in this class.

For any kind of α-tautology A mentioned above,

if there exists ω ∈ W in some structure M such

that vω(A) = α , then A is called a reachable α-

tautology.

The set of all α-tautologies in a structure M (a

frame F , a class of frames K) will be denoted by

α-Tau(M ) (α-Tau(F ), α-Tau(K)). The set of all

reachable α-tautologies in a structure M (a frame

F , a class of frames K) will be denoted by [α)-
Tau(M ) ([α)-Tau(F ), [α)-Tau(K)).

In the following, we always assume that α > 0

unless otherwise stated.

Example 1. For any β ∈ L \ {0}, the following

modal formulas are 1-tautology in all frames:

(1) �β (A∧B)⇔ (�β A∧�β B),
�β (A∨B)⇔ (�β A∨�β B);

(2) for all a ∈ L, �β (a ⇒ A)⇔ (a ⇒�β A);
(3) �βiA ⇒�β j A, �β j A ⇒�βiA, if βi � β j;

(4) ¬¬�β A ⇔�β¬¬A;

(5) all tautologies in propositional fuzzy logic.

Theorem 1. If L is a completely distributive lattice,
then for any β ∈ L \ {0}, �β (A ⇒ B) ⇒ (�β A ⇒
�β B) is 1-tautology in all frames.
Proof. It suffices to show that in any structure

M = 〈W,R,v〉 and any world ω ∈ W , vω(�β (A ⇒
B)) � vω(�β A ⇒ �β B), that is,

∧{vω ′(A) →
vω ′(B) : R(ω,ω ′) � β ,ω ′ ∈ W} � ∧{vω ′(A) :

R(ω,ω ′) � β ,ω ′ ∈ W} → ∧{vω ′(B) : R(ω,ω ′) �
β ,ω ′ ∈W}. Let X = {ω ′ : R(ω,ω ′) � β ,ω ′ ∈W},

and let ax and bx be vx(A) and vx(B), respectively.

We will show that:
∧{ax → bx : x ∈ X}�∧{ax : x ∈

X}→∧{bx : x ∈ X}.
Since for any x0 ∈ X ,

∧{ax → bx : x ∈ X} �
ax0

→ bx0
�∧{ax : x ∈ X}→ bx0

; note that L is com-

pletely distributive, it follows from the arbitrariness

of x0 that
∧{ax → bx : x ∈ X} � ∧

x∈X

{∧{ax : x ∈
X} → bx

}
=

∧{ax : x ∈ X} → ∧{bx : x ∈ X}. This

completes the proof.
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Proposition 2. For any β ∈ L \ {0}, if A ∈
1-Tau(M )(1-Tau(F ),1-Tau(K)), than �β A ∈ 1-
Tau(M )(1-Tau(F ), 1-Tau(K)).
Proof. Suppose that �β A /∈ 1-Tau(M ). Then

there is some world in the structure M = 〈W,R,v〉,
ω , such that vω(�β A) �= 1. Thus, for some world

ω ′ ∈W such that R(ω,ω ′) � β , vω ′(A) �= 1. Hence

A /∈ 1-Tau(M ). The rest are obvious.

Proposition 3. Let M = 〈W,R,v〉 be a structure
and β ∈ L \ {0}. If R is β -reflexive and A ∈ [α)-
Tau(M ), than �β A ∈ [α)-Tau(M ).
Proof. Since A ∈ [α)-Tau(M ), then∧

ω∈W vω(A) = α and there is some world ω0 ∈ W
such that vω0

(A) = α . Note that R is β -reflexive,

that is, R(ω,ω)� β for any ω ∈W . Thus,∧
ω∈W vω(�β A) =

∧
ω∈W

(∧{vω ′(A) : R(ω,ω ′) �
β}) =

∧
ω∈W,ω �=ω0

(∧{vω ′(A) : R(ω,ω ′) � β}) ∧∧{vω ′(A) : R(ω0,ω ′)� β}= α.
Hence, �β A ∈ [α)-Tau(M ).

The following corollaries are straightforward.

Corollary 4. Let F = 〈W,R〉 be a frame and
β ∈ L\{0}. For any structure M = 〈W,R,v〉, if R is
β -reflexive and A ∈ [α)-Tau(F ), than �β A ∈ [α)-
Tau(F ).

Corollary 5. Let K be a class of frames and
β ∈ L\{0}. For any frame F ∈K and any structure
M = 〈W,R,v〉 based on F , if R is β -reflexive and
A ∈ [α)-Tau(K), than �β A ∈ [α)-Tau(K).

Proposition 6. Let M = 〈W,R,v〉 be a structure.
For any β ∈ L\{0}, the following conclusions hold:
(1) if R is β -reflexive, then �β A ⇒ A ∈ 1-Tau(M);
(2) if R is symmetric, then A ⇒ �β �β A ∈ 1-
Tau(M);
(3) if R is max-min transitive, then �β ⇒�β�β A ∈
1-Tau(M).
Proof. For (1), since R(ω,ω)� β for any ω ∈W ,

so vω(�β A) =
∧{vω ′ : R(ω,ω ′) � β} � vω(A), as

required.

For (2), since R(ω1,ω2) = R(ω2,ω1) for any

ω1,ω2 ∈ W , thus for any ω ∈ W , if R(ω,ω ′) �
β , then vω(A) � ∨

R(ω ′,ω ′′)�β vω ′′(A) = vω ′(�β A).
So vω(A) �

∧
R(ω,ω ′)�β vω ′(�β A), that is, vω(A) �

vω(�β �β A), as required.

For (3), we will show that vω(�β A) �
vω(�β�β A) for any ω ∈ W . If R(ω,ω ′) � β , then

we can have R(ω,ω ′′) � β from R(ω ′,ω ′′) � β
and the transitivity of R. So {vω ′′(A) : R(ω ′,ω ′′) �
β} ⊆ {vω ′′(A) : R(ω,ω ′′) � β . Thus,

∧{vω ′′(A) :

R(ω,ω ′′) � β} � ∧{vω ′′(A) : R(ω ′,ω ′′) � β}.

So
∧{vω ′′(A) : R(ω,ω ′′) � β} � ∧{∧{vω ′′(A) :

R(ω ′,ω ′′) � β} : R(ω,ω ′) � β
}

. This completes

the proof.

4. Semantic consequence operation and
consistency of information

In 1979, Pavelka defined the semantic and syntac-

tic consequence operations as self-mappings on LFJ ,

the semantic and syntactic deductions were pre-

sented in the form of L-consequence operation. In

this way, we define the notion of L-consequence op-

eration in PFM in this section.

As a naturally extension of the notion of validity

in propositional fuzzy logic with evaluated syntax,

we understand validity in PFM as follows:

Let Σ be a subset of FJ and A ∈ FJ . Σ �α A if

and only if for every structure, 〈W,R,v〉, and for ev-

ery ω ∈ W , whenever vω(B) ∈ D for every B ∈ Σ,

vω(A) ∈ D. Where D ⊂ L \ {0} is the set of desig-

nated truth values which satisfies: for any α1 ∈ D, if

α1 � α2, then α2 ∈ D.

Here it should be stressed that in classical sense,

the corresponding set of designated truth values only

contains one element 1, i.e., D = {1}. In Pavelka’s

and Novák’s fuzzy logic with evaluated syntax, there

is no explicit the set of designated truth values. In

this paper, we generalizes the set D of designated

truth values into more general situation, here D is

only a subset of L and an up-set. Further, you can

restrict D to a filter of L. We consider this due to the

fact that usually people don’t consider these propo-

sitions whose truth values are very small (close to 0)

as the premises of an inference.

In the following, D always denotes a set of des-

ignated values unless otherwise stated.

Definition 6. Let M ⊂ FJ . Define MD ⊂
LFJ as MD � {X ∈ LFJ |∀A ∈ FJ, if A ∈
M and A is not a constant, then X(A) ∈ D; if A ∈
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M and A = a is a constant, then X(A) =
a;otherwise,X(A) = 0}.

Let X ∈ MD. For any A ∈ M, the value X(A)
represents the initial truth value of A with regard to

M, and X is called information with regard to M in

PFM.

Definition 7. Let M = 〈W,R,v〉 be a structure and

M ⊂ FJ . We say that M is a model of M, or M
satisfies M on the level of D if there is a world ω
such that vω(A) ∈ D for every A ∈ M that is not a

constant. We say that M is satisfiable on the level of

D if there is a structure M = 〈W,R,v〉 such that M
is a model of M on the level of D.

Proposition 7. M is satisfiable on the level of D
if and only if there exist X ∈ MD, structure M =
〈W,R,v〉 and world ω such that vω � X.
Proof. From Definition 4.1 and 4.2, this is obvious.

Definition 8. Let X ∈ MD. If X ∈ LFJ satisfying

X(A) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if there exists B ∈ M such that

X(B) = a > 0 and A = a ⇒ B;

0, otherwise.

then we say X a substitution of X on the level of D.

If X is a substitution of X on the level of D, then

we can consider X as a classical subset of FJ , and

for every A ∈ FJ , if A ∈ M, then X(X(A)⇒ A) = 1;

otherwise, X(X(A)⇒ A) = 0.

Theorem 8. Let M = 〈W,R,v〉 be a structure. Then
M is a model of M on the level of D if and only if
there is a world ω and X ∈ MD, and a substitution
X of X on the level of D such that vω � X.
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, here we only need to

prove that for any world ω and X ∈ MD, vω � X if

and only if vω � X .

This is because that vω � X if and only if for any

A ∈ FJ , if A ∈ M, then vω(X(A) ⇒ A) = 1; if and

only if for any A ∈ FJ , if A ∈ M, then vω(X(A))→
vω(A) = 1; if and only if for any A ∈ FJ , if A ∈ M,

then X(A)� vω(A); if and only if vω �X . This com-

pletes the proof.

Remark 2. One could see that by Theorem 4.1, the

satisfiability of an L-fuzzy set of formulas can be

convert into the satisfiability of a classical set of for-

mulas.

In classical logic, we say that A can be derived

from M, that is to say, M � A if and only if for

any valuation v, if v(B) = 1 for any B ∈ M, then

we have v(A) = 1; we could show this deduction

in the form of sets as well, M � A if and only if

A ∈⋂{Tv|M ⊂ Tv,v is a valuation}, where

Tv = {p|p is a well-formed formula and v(p) = 1}.

In the following, we generalize the notion of se-

mantic deduction, and define the semantic deduction

of M on the level of D in PFM as follows:

Definition 9. Let M = 〈W,R,v〉 be a structure and

M ⊂ FJ . Define the mapping: CM
M ,D : MD → LFJ

as follows: for any X ∈ MD, and for any A ∈ FJ ,

CM
M ,D(X)(A) =

∧
ω∈W{vω(A)|vω � X}.

Remark 3. In definition 4.4, if {ω ∈W |vω � X}=
/0, i.e, there exists no ω ∈W such that vω � X , then

we let CM
M ,D(X) = 1FJ , here we call X inconsis-

tent information in the structure M . Conversely, if

{ω ∈W |vω � X} �= /0, then we call X consistent in-

formation in the structure M . If for any X ∈ MD, X
is consistent in the structure M , then M is said to be

consistent on the level of D in the structure M .

We just define these notions above in a structure

M , similarly, it is easy to extend them into a frame

F = 〈W,R〉, and a class of frames K. Here we will

not explain it again.

5. The semantical characteristics of fuzzy
decision implications

As we mentioned previously, fuzzy decision impli-

cations play an important role in computer science

and data engineering. In this section, let U be the

universe (the set of all attributes), A ∈ LU will be a

formula in PFM. Let T ∈ LU (which can be also un-

derstood as a possible world), we can assign a value

‖ A ‖T= S(A,T ) to the formula A, which means the

truth degree to which one believe that one object has

the attribute A in the environment T .
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Let LC,LD be two systems of L-sets in the uni-

verses C and D respectively (C and D are two infinite

sets of attributes, and satisfy C∩D = /0). The notion

of fuzzy decision implication introduced by Zhai in

Ref. 24 is defined as follows:

Definition 10. A fuzzy decision implication is of

the expression A ⇒ B, where A ∈ LC and B ∈ LD.

Here A is the premise of the implication and B the

consequence of the implication.

It is worth noting that the study of fuzzy deci-

sion implication is not a special case of that of fuzzy

implication, at least in syntactical aspect, that is, we

cannot directly apply the deduction rules for fuzzy

implications to fuzzy decision implications, since a

lot of deduction rules are not valid in this case.

In Ref. 24, Zhai et. al. define several no-

tions concerning the semantical aspect of fuzzy de-

cision implications. Here, we define the true value

of A ⇒ B by altering slightly Zhai’s definition.

Definition 11. For a fuzzy set T ∈ LC∪D, the degree

to which T respects A ⇒ B is defined by

‖ A ⇒ B ‖T= S(A,T ∩C)→ S(A,T ∩D).

In Ref. 24, Zhai et. al. define ‖ A ⇒ B ‖T as

follow:

‖ A ⇒ B ‖T= S(A,T ∩C)∗ → S(A,T ∩D).

Where ∗ is a hedge. But neither Zhai consider A ∈
LC (or B ∈ LD) as a formula, nor define the notion of

‖ A ‖T . In fact, in Ref. 1-5, 20 and Ref. 24, fuzzy

implications or fuzzy decision implications are only

considered by taking as a whole in fuzzy attribute

logic. It will be shown below, under our way, it is

more natural to characterize the semantical and syn-

tactical properties of fuzzy decision implications in

PFM.

In the above definition, ‖ A ⇒ B ‖T says that if

A is contained in T ∩C, then B should be also con-

tained in T ∩D. If C = D, then ‖ A ⇒ B ‖T degener-

ates the corresponding notion with respect to fuzzy

implication.

In the following, we introduce the notions of pos-

sible fuzzy decision implication and necessary fuzzy

decision implication as follows:

Definition 12. Let β ∈ L\{0}. A possible (neces-

sary) fuzzy decision implication is of the expression

�β (A ⇒ B) (�β (A ⇒ B)), where A ∈ LC and B ∈ LD

and �β (�β ) is the possible (necessary) modal oper-

ation, which means that it is possible (necessary) to

the degree β . Here A is the premise of the implica-

tion and B the consequence of the implication.

Let W be the collection of all L-fuzzy sets T ∈ LU

and R a binary L-fuzzy accessibility relation on W .

Similarly, we can introduce the following defini-

tions.

Definition 13. For a fuzzy set T ∈ LC∪D, the de-

gree to which T respects �β (A ⇒ B) (�β (A ⇒ B))
is defined by ‖ �β (A ⇒ B) ‖T=

∨{‖ A ⇒ B ‖T : T ′ ∈
LU ,R(T,T ′) � β}. (‖ �β (A ⇒ B) ‖T=

∧{‖ A ⇒
B ‖T : T ′ ∈ LU ,R(T,T ′)� β}.)

The following theorem says that any fuzzy de-

cision implications can be represented by the fuzzy

implications which are fully true.

Theorem 9. Let A ⇒ B be a fuzzy decision impli-
cation and T ∈ LC∪D. We have ‖ A ⇒ B ‖T=

∨{c ∈
L| ‖ A ⇒ c⊗B ‖T= 1}.
Proof. Since L is a complete MV-algebra, thus is

a complete residuated lattice. Similar to Theorem 1

(iii) of Ref. 2, we can prove the above result.

Definition 14. 24 Let T = {T1,T2, · · · ,Tn}. The

degree to which A ⇒ B holds in T is defined by

‖ A ⇒ B ‖T =
∧{‖ A ⇒ B ‖T | T ∈ T }.

By Definition 5.4, the following result is obvi-

ous.

Theorem 10. For any β ∈ L\{0}, let T = {T ∈
LC∪D |R(T0,T )� β}. Then ‖A⇒B ‖T =‖�β (A⇒
B) ‖T0

.
Let X be an L-fuzzy set of fuzzy decision im-

plications, that is, X is an L-fuzzy theory. Follow-

ing the work of Pavelka 18 by combining with Def-

inition 5.2, the set of models of X can be defined

as follows: Mod(X) = {T ∈ LC∪D | for each A ⇒
B,X(A ⇒ B) �‖ A ⇒ B ‖T}. Then the degree to

which A⇒ B semantically follows from X is defined

by C(X)(A)=
∧

T∈Mod(X) ‖A⇒B ‖T . By Definition

5.5, we have

C(X)(A) =‖ A ⇒ B ‖Mod(X) .
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Similar to Theorem 5.1, the following result can

be obtained.

Theorem 11. Let A ⇒ B be a fuzzy decision impli-
cation and X an L-fuzzy set of fuzzy decision impli-
cations. We have

C(X)(A) =
∨
{c ∈ L| ‖ A ⇒ c⊗B ‖Mod(X)= 1}.

6. conclusion

This paper focused on the graded semantics of

propositional fuzzy modal logic with evaluated syn-

tax based on MV-algebras, and presented its some

basic properties. On this basis, we discuss the se-

mantical properties of fuzzy decision implications in

propositional fuzzy modal logic with evaluated syn-

tax. It is worth noting that our method is different

from that of Ref. 1-5, 20 and Ref. 24, where fuzzy

implications or fuzzy decision implications are con-

sidered by taking as a whole in fuzzy attribute logic,

instead of considering the fuzzy decision implica-

tion A ⇒ B as a compound formula from the formu-

las A ∈ LC and B ∈ LD.

Further, we need to develop the logical calcu-

lus of propositional fuzzy modal logic with eval-

uated syntax corresponding to the established se-

mantics, and build the corresponding proof theory.

Meanwhile, we will consider the syntactical char-

acteristics of fuzzy decision implications, and prove

the corresponding theorems about the soundness and

completeness.
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